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ABSTRACT

We report results from the application of our optical potential and relativistic optical potential methods to electron–zinc scattering. The
energy range of this study was 0.01–5000 eV, with original results for the summed discrete electronic-state integral excitation cross
sections and total ionization cross sections being presented here.When combined with our earlier elastic scattering data [Marinković et al.,
Phys. Rev. A 99, 062702 (2019)], and the quite limited experimental and theoretical results for those processes from other groups, we
critically assemble a recommended integral cross section database for electron–zinc scattering. Electron transport coefficients are
subsequently calculated for reduced electric fields ranging from 0.1 to 1000 Td, using a multiterm solution of Boltzmann’s equation. Some
differences with corresponding results from the earlier study ofWhite et al. [J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 37, 3185 (2004)] were noted, indicating
in part the necessity of having accurate and complete cross section data, over a wide energy regime, when undertaking such transport
simulations.
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3. Comparison between the calculated transport and rate coef-

ficients over a range of reduced electric fields for electron

transport in Zn vapor at 750 K using the recommended cross

section set (Table 2) and the set published by White et al7 . 6

1. Introduction

We have recently been interested in electron1,2 and positron3

scattering from Beryllium (Be) and Magnesium (Mg), both of which
represent quasi-two-electron atoms for which a [core]ns2 target-
configuration description has been previously quite successful in
describing their scattering phenomena. Zinc (Zn), another quasi-two-
electron atom, represents a natural extension of those earlier
investigations,1–3 and indeed, we reported new experimental and
optical potential (OP) and relativistic optical potential (ROP) cal-
culation results for elastic scattering from that atom earlier in 2019.4

Here, we extend the original Zn study to now report OP and ROP
integral cross section results for the discrete inelastic (electronic-
excitation) channels and the total ionization cross section (TICS). In
addition, we examine the presently available results for electron–Zn
scattering in order to assemble a recommended set of cross sections
for this system. As in our earlier work on Be and Mg,1–3 those rec-
ommended integral cross section databases are as complete as we can
make them and they are compiled over a broad energy range
(0.01–5000 eV). As noted previously by both Tanaka et al.5 and the
LXCat collaboration,6 fulfillment of those criteria is essential if
charged particle electron transport7 or kinetic-radiative modeling8

simulation results, for zinc vapor, are to be physical.
The latter point is particularly relevant as it has been sug-

gested9,10 that Zn might be an attractive replacement for mercury in
making high-pressure discharge lamps more environmentally
friendly. Indeed, as a consequence of the work of Born,9,10 White
et al.7 conducted an initial multiterm Boltzmann simulation study
looking into the transport characteristics of a swarm of electrons
drifting through a background Zn vapor under the influence of an
external electric field (E). However, the energy range of the cross
section database in Ref. 7 was quite restricted, which, in turn, limited
the range of reduced fields (E/n0, where n0 is the neutral density) they
could study. As a consequence, we revisit these simulations again here
using our recommended cross section database. Recently,8,11 studies
on the emission dynamics of an expanding ultrafast laser-produced
Zn plasma, using a collisional radiative model, have been reported.
Additionally, those same authors12 have noted that these laser-
produced Zn plasmas also have interesting applications in the gen-
eration of higher-order harmonics, attosecond pulses, and in wake-
field acceleration. Thus, there are important applied phenomena for
which their modeling requires accurate electron–Zn scattering cross
sections.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2, we
provide very brief details of our OP and ROP calculations. Also in this
section, details of our Binary-Encounter-Bethe (BEB) TICS calcu-
lations5 and our multiterm Boltzmann simulations (e.g., Ref. 2) are
given. Our results, including how we formed our recommended cross
sections, and a discussion of those results are given in Sec. 3, with
some conclusions from the present investigation thereafter being
drawn in Sec. 4.

2. Theoretical and Transport Simulation Details

As noted above, we have employed two different ab initio
theoretical approaches in order to calculate the summed discrete

inelastic electronic-state integral cross section and the TICS. The first
of these is our OP approximation method, which we previously
described in some detail in our studies of the electron–beryllium1 and
electron–magnesium2 scattering systems.All the generic details of our
atomic OP method, which we gave in those papers, are equally
relevant here, and so, as a consequence, we do not repeat them again.
Rather, we simply highlight that when our OP method was bench-
marked against a quite sophisticated B-spline R-matrix computa-
tion,13 for electron scattering from atomic iodine, good agreement
was found between them, which we hope will carry on in zinc. A
similar scenario also applies to our second theoretical method, the
ROP approach, which has also been well detailed in some of our
earlier work.1,2 In this case, however, the particular details pertaining
to the zinc computations can be found in Ref. 4.

In addition, in this investigation, we have also used the BEB
formalism5,14 to calculate the TICS for electron–zinc scattering. In
that approach, the integral ionization cross section (Q), for ionization
from atomic orbital i, is given by

Qi(ti) �
4πa20Ni

ti + (ui + 1)/ηpqn
R

Bi

( )2
lnti

2
1−

1

t2i
( ) + 1−

1

ti
−

lnti

ti + 1
[ ].

(1)

In Eq. (1), the binding energy of the ionized orbital, Bi, is used to scale
the incident electron impact energy (E0) and orbital kinetic energies
(Ui), ti �

E0

Bi
and ui �

Ui

Bi
, respectively. Ni is the orbital occupation

number, whileR and a0 are the Rydberg constant and the Bohr radius,
respectively. The BEB TICS is then obtained by summing up the
contributions from each populated atomic orbital. When applying
this method to heavier elements, the scaled kinetic energy is further
scaled by the principal quantum number of the ionized orbital (ηpqn),
if it is greater than 2. In order to apply the BEB model here, we also
need to determine a reasonable quantum chemical model for cal-
culating the structural information regarding the Zn target. Here, we
extracted the Zn structural information from a single point energy
calculation of ZnH (r � 9 Å) that employed a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
model chemistry within the Gaussian0915 package. This enables the
orbital kinetic energies to be specified. The accuracy of the BEB TICS
is very sensitive to the binding energy of the ionized orbital.5Wehave,
therefore, coupled our calculated orbital kinetic energies with the
available experimental binding energies from a photoelectron
spectroscopy investigation.16 The spectroscopic intensity of the 2D5/2

and 2D3/2 features is further used to partition the 10 outer valence (3d)
electrons between the accessible final states.

TABLE1. The valueswe employed in our BEB calculation of the TICS for electron–zinc
scattering

Bi (eV) Ui (eV) Ni ηpqn

4s 9.39 35.67 2 4
3d5/2

2D5/2)( 17.17 303.42 6 3
3d3/2

2D3/2)( 17.50 303.42 4 3
3p 89.74 441.97 6 3
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The veracity of our BEB calculation was assessed by imple-
menting the same procedure for electron scattering from krypton and
gallium. Here, we obtained good agreement with available experi-
mental data for krypton,17 and we achieved a good reproduction of
data from an earlier BEB TICS result for gallium.18We are, therefore,
confident in the bona fides of our present implementation of the BEB
methodology to Zn, with the parameters we employed in applying Eq.
(1) being given in Table 1.

Finally, we note that we calculated transport coefficients for
gaseous Zn at 750 K using a well benchmarked, multiterm solution of
Boltzmann’s equation.19,20 For comparison, we also applied the two-
term approximation21 over the same range of E/n0. Here, we found
that the results from the multiterm and two-term solvers agreed to
better than a few percent for reduced fields less than 100 Td. For
reduced fields above this, the multiterm transport coefficients can
vary by as much as 40% from the two-term results. This is indicative
of a velocity distribution that becomes significantly anisotropic,
highlighted by a temperature tensor with elements transverse and
parallel to the electric field differing by up to 45% over the reduced
field range considered. There are no qualitative differences in the
profiles, however, and the transport coefficients presented later in
Sec. 3.2 are those from our two-term solution of the Boltzmann
equation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cross sections

The currently available integral cross sections for elastic electron
scattering from zinc are summarized in Fig. 1(a), which is essentially
that given previously in Ref. 4. A full discussion of the results em-
bodied in this figure can also be found in Ref. 4, and so, we do not
repeat them again here, except to note three important points. First,
there is a strong p-wave resonance at ∼0.49 eV, which was first
observed experimentally by Burrow et al.22 Second, there is a higher-
energy feature in the elastic ICS at ∼5 eV, which arises due to the
opening of some of the low-lying inelastic channels. Finally, we note
that below 1 eV the close-coupling [B-spline R-matrix (BSR)23]
formulation results are always expected to bemore reliable than those
from the previous OP calculations4 and that above 1 eV there is a
pretty good level of accord between most of the available theoretical
computations4,23–25 and with the only experimental ICS results from
Ref. 4. This situation makes the formation of a recommended elastic
ICS dataset quite straightforward, as now detailed. For energies less
than 1 eV, we simply used the BSR results,23while for energies above 1
eV and below 10 eV, the ROP data,4 scaled by a factor of 0.997187 to
ensure continuity with the BSR results, was employed. Between 10
and 100 eV, an average of the ROP,4 convergent close coupling
(CCC),24 andOP4 resultswas taken, and in this case (serendipitously),
no scaling was required to ensure continuity with the lower energy
ICSs. Finally, for energies between 100 eV and 5000 eV, an average of
the OP and ROP results4 was employed, with the appropriate scaling
factor at 100 eV to again ensure continuity now being 0.995354. A
selection of our recommended elastic ICSs for e− + Zn scattering is
given in Table 2, with a graphical representation of that data being
found in Fig. 2.

The situation is less clear cut, however, for the sumof the discrete
inelastic ICSs. In this case, the available data are restricted to the
results from our present ROP and OP computations, an earlier R-

matrix result fromWhite et al.,7 and a sum of the measured optically
allowed 41P and 51P ICSs from Fursa et al.24 All these available data
are plotted in Fig. 1(b), where the level of agreement between them is
seen to be quite marginal. The only exception to this is between our
current ROP calculation and the 41P + 51P experimental ICSs from
Fursa et al.24However, that agreement must be fortuitous as the ROP
computation includes all the integral cross sections for the open
discrete inelastic channels at a given incident electron energy, while
the Fursa et al. experimental sum only includes a small (but im-
portant) subset of those channels (i.e., two). Nonetheless, it is very
encouraging that the shape (i.e., the qualitative energy dependence) of
the present ROP and Fursa et al.24 ICSs, in the energy range of overlap,
is in very good accord. As a consequence, our recommended ICSs for
the sum over all the discrete inelastic channels is found from the R-
matrix result of White et al.,7 from threshold up to 20 eV, and for 20

FIG. 1. (a) Integral elastic cross sections (310−16 cm2) for electron scattering
from zinc. The measurements of Marinković et al.4 (■) and their OP (– · – · –) and
ROP (- - - -) calculations are compared against earlier CCC24 (– –), BSR23 (—),
and FBA25 (— - —) theoretical results. (b) Integral discrete excitation cross
sections (310−16 cm2) for electron scattering from zinc: the cross section sum
of all inelastic channels is shown for the present ROP (- - - -), present OP (– · – · –),
and R-matrix7 (—) calculations and for the sum of the experimental 41P + 51P
integral cross sections (□) from Fursa et al.24 (c) TICSs (3 10−16 cm2) for electron
scattering from zinc: present ROP (- - - -), present OP (– · – · –), present BEB (– –),
Landolt-Bornstein26 (■), and Kaur et al.27 (— -) (see also legends).
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TABLE 2. A representative selection of recommended cross sections (310−16 cm2) for elastic, sum over all discrete inelastic, and TICSs for electron scattering from zinc.
Also shown is our recommended momentum transfer cross section

Energy (eV) Elastic (310−16 cm2) Inelastic (310−16 cm2) TICS (310−16 cm2) MTCS (310−16 cm2)

0.121 3 10−1 6.91 10.2
0.160 3 10−1 8.02 11.9
0.253 3 10−1 10.6 16.0
0.423 3 10−1 15.4 23.4
0.801 3 10−1 24.0 35.1
0.120 34.6 46.8
0.181 50.3 59.8
0.290 88.2 87.8
0.405 129 111
0.569 169 127
0.999 159 99.2
1.50 117 65.5
2.00 95.4 49.7
3.00 70.6 32.3
4.02 55.6 2.47 22.3
4.08 53.7 11.9 21.2
4.12 52.5 10.5 20.5
4.38 44.6 11.4 16.1
4.41 51.1 11.5 19.4
5.68 41.2 7.36 13.4
5.78 40.5 7.65 13.0
5.80 40.3 8.63 12.9
5.82 40.2 8.05 12.9
6.16 37.9 7.04 11.6
6.60 35.0 7.64 9.99
6.66 34.7 7.00 9.81
7.44 30.5 7.76 7.71
7.54 30.0 6.75 7.49
7.58 29.8 7.73 7.41
7.88 28.5 8.12 6.82
7.90 28.4 13.3 6.78
7.98 28.0 8.16 6.63
8.60 25.6 8.00 5.64
8.64 25.4 9.30 5.59
8.66 25.3 8.15 5.56
9.50 22.6 8.88 0.995 3 10−2 4.56
10.0 21.1 10.2 0.141 4.08
11.0 18.1 11.0 0.617 3.20
15.0 11.9 14.9 2.26 1.68
20.0 8.37 16.3 3.41 1.06
26.0 6.54 16.7 4.04 0.833
40.0 4.70 17.0 4.37 0.711
60.0 4.08 16.0 4.22 0.814
99.9 3.77 14.1 3.66 1.02
140 3.49 11.9 3.23 1.06
200 3.12 9.25 2.75 0.987
300 2.61 6.69 2.23 0.799
500 1.99 3.88 1.65 0.528
800 1.54 2.40 1.21 0.328
1000 1.35 1.79 1.03 0.253
1810 0.998 0.953 0.650 0.135
2000 0.915 0.755 0.561 0.107
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eV–5000 eV from our ROP result that is scaled upward by a factor of
2.34739 to ensure continuity with the lower energy result. A summary
of this recommended ICS data can also be found in Table 2, with its
corresponding plot being given in Fig. 2. It is also interesting to note,
and possibly of importance in charged-particle transport simulations,
that the above scaling factor and our ROP summed cross section can,
in principle, be employed to extend the energy range of each of the
individual discrete electronic-state excitation cross sections of White
et al.7 from 20 eV to 5000 eV.

An earlier recommended TICS for electron scattering from Zn
was previously compiled, from the then available experimental and
theoretical data, by Inokuti.26 Those TICS are plotted in Fig. 1(c)
along with our present OP and ROP computational results, a BEB
model TICS we computed as a part of this study, and a relatively
recent calculation from Kaur and colleagues.27 Tanaka et al.5 ex-
amined in some detail the efficacy of the BEB approach and found that
in many cases its results agreed well with reliable TICS data, where
available, to better than 25%. As a consequence, and even though our
ROP result is actually in pretty good agreement with the earlier
recommended TICS set from Inokuti26 [see Fig. 1(c)] over their
common energy range, our recommended TICS database is now
formed as follows. For energies from threshold to 11 eV, we adopt our
ROP result, which from Fig. 1(c) is clearly trending to the correct first

ionization energy of zinc. For energies in the range 11 eV–1000 eV, we
adopt an average of the ROP and BEB TICS, scaled by a factor of
1.015 47 to ensure continuity at 11 eV with the lower energy data.
Finally, for energies in the range 1000 eV–5000 eV, we again simply
choose our ROP TICS, now scaled upward by a factor of 2.047 46 for
the purpose of continuity, to complete our recommended TICS. The
resultant TICS is tabulated in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 2. Note that
although we do not explicitly show it, our recommended TICS is
found to be in quite good agreement with that compiled earlier by
Inokuti,26 thereby indicatingwhat a thorough job that author didwith
the data available to him.

Finally, for both the sake of completeness and because it is
important when attempting to account for anisotropic scattering in
our transport simulations, we note that a recommended momentum
transfer cross section (MTCS) was also determined as a part of this
investigation. This MTCS was formed in the same manner as in our
earlier work on Be and Mg.1–3 Specifically, the recommended MTCS
is given by the recommended elastic ICS scaled by the ratio of our
ROP calculated MTCS divided by our ROP elastic ICS. A selection of
the present recommended MTCS can be found in Table 2.

3.2. Transport simulations

Figure 3 plots transport and rate coefficients for an electron
swarm in Zn vapor at 750 K, a temperature that was chosen to be
consistent with that used in our earlier Mg and Be simulations,2,3 for
the recommended cross section set (Table 2) and the set published by
White et al.7 Over the range of reduced fields E/n0 considered from
10−3 Td to 103 Td, we compare the bulk drift velocity W, the bulk
longitudinal diffusion coefficient n0DL, the mean energy ε , and the
ionization rate coefficient kio between the two sets. We reiterate that
the two-term approximationwas found to be sufficient to within a few
percent over the range of E/n0 up to 100 Td. The two-term ap-
proximation did break down for reduced fields above this with
transport coefficients differing by up to 40% at the maximum field
considered.19,20We observe an almost order of magnitude lower bulk
drift and diffusion for the recommended cross section set at very low
E/n0 (∼10

−3 Td). This is entirely due to the higher magnitude elastic
MTCS for the recommended set compared to the White et al.7 set in
the thermal energy regime (∼10−1 Td). Conversely, at high E/n0,
transport coefficients for the White et al.7 set become smaller relative
to those of the recommended set due to a corresponding relative
increase in the magnitude of the White et al.7 elastic MTCS at high
energies. This effect is also reflected by the mean energy, which is
larger for theWhite et al.7 set formuchof the considered range ofE/n0,
only dipping below that for the recommended set beyond ∼425 Td.
The ionization rates are almost equivalent for both sets due to the
similar ionization and summed excitation channel integral cross
sections in each one. The ionization rate does have a slightly lower

TABLE 2. (Continued.)

Energy (eV) Elastic (310−16 cm2) Inelastic (310−16 cm2) TICS (310−16 cm2) MTCS (310−16 cm2)

3000 0.718 0.408 0.379 0.607 3 10−1

4000 0.610 0.255 0.294 0.409 3 10−1

5000 0.522 0.174 0.241 0.292 3 10−1

FIG. 2. Recommended integral cross sections for elastic (—), sum of discrete
inelastic (- - - -), and total ionization (– –) cross sections, as derived as a part of this
study, for electron scattering from zinc (see also the legend).
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threshold E/n0 for the recommended set due to its smaller ionization
threshold energy of ∼9.5 eV vs ∼10 eV for the ionization cross section
used by White et al.7

Tables of the present swarm simulation results, for both the two-
term and multiterm applications, can be obtained by contacting co-
author White.28

4. Conclusions

Wehave critically examined, in detail, the available integral cross
section data for electron scattering from zinc, and from that process
compiled recommended cross sections for elastic scattering, the sum
of all discrete excited electronic-states and the TICS. In addition, a
recommended MTCS was also determined. Subsequently, all these
recommended data were employed in a Boltzmann equation analysis
in order to study the transport of electrons under the influence of an
applied external electric field through zinc vapor at 750 K. Our results
for the relevant transport coefficients were then compared against
those from the earlier investigation ofWhite et al.,7with in some cases
significant differences, particularly at lower values of E/n0, being
found. These discrepancies could be largely ascribed to the different
treatments for anisotropic scattering effects in the two studies, as
reflected in their rather disparate MTCSs. That latter observation
highlights the importance of employing accurate cross sections when
undertaking charged-particle transport simulations, such as here, but

also in the Monte Carlo simulation work from the Madrid29,30 and
Belgrade31 groups.
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